This Honor Roll of Donors draft includes gifts received from July 1, 2014 through March 20, 2015 and does not include pledges or deferred gifts. The final Honor Roll of Donors, which will be published in the fall of 2015, will include all gifts received as of Tuesday, June 30, 2015.

**Make your gift today:**
www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenow

---

Dear Friends of Carolina Law:

I am pleased to share a draft of UNC School of Law’s Honor Roll of Donors, which lists the 2,601 financial supporters of Carolina Law from July 1, 2014, through March 20, 2015. While this number is impressive, with two months remaining in the University’s fiscal year, the Law Alumni Association is striving to surpass last year’s final total of 3,276 by receiving gifts from at least 3,400 donors by June 30. As such, this draft provides an excellent opportunity for each of us to consider our support and commitment to Carolina Law.

If we each do our part, our combined support will ensure exciting gains continue for students, faculty and alumni of Carolina Law.

A few worthy highlights:

- Graduates of the Class of 2014 achieved an 87 percent North Carolina bar passage rate for first-time test takers, the highest of any law school in the state. Nine months after graduation, the same class reached a 90 percent employment rate, despite a challenging job market.
- Carolina Law continues to attract and retain many of the nation’s finest teachers and scholars, comprising the 21st strongest law school faculty in the United States, according to the most recent U.S. News & World Report survey.
- Undeterred by rigorous academic demands, students representing more than 72 percent of the student body donated an astounding 36,000 pro bono service hours during the 2013 – 2014 academic year.

While we celebrate these successes, challenges remain. In-state tuition at Carolina Law has surpassed $22,000, and out-of-state tuition now exceeds $39,000. Carolina Law’s steadfast commitment to lower student tuition, which is a bedrock of our mission to remain a truly public law school, creates disadvantages for the school in the rankings when compared to peer law schools that are more aggressive in their tuition levels. Expenditures per student, a category which continues to play a critical role in the ranking metrics, offers an opportunity for each of us, through our financial contributions to Carolina Law, to step up and play an active role in supporting our current students — our future leaders. We all want Carolina Law to continue its successful trajectory. By increasing the resources available for each Carolina Law student, collectively we can make an immediate and significant impact.

Please join me and the other proud supporters listed here in further advancing Carolina Law’s goals by making a gift to the Law Annual Fund today. If you have already contributed, thank you! I invite you to take an additional step and encourage three friends or colleagues who are invested in the future of Carolina Law to do the same. Our gifts will positively impact Carolina Law’s more than 100 available externships, five clinical programs, five journals, 50 student organizations, robust pro bono program, and numerous trial advocacy and mock trial programs. With our help, UNC School of Law will continue on its path to become the finest truly public law school in the nation.

Sincerely,

Walter D. Fisher, Jr., ‘86
Vice President, UNC Law Alumni Association

P.S. Although Carolina Law makes every effort to maintain accurate giving records, please carefully review the draft. If the spelling of your name needs to be corrected or if you should be listed at a different recognition level, please contact Dana Dubis, director of annual giving at 919.445.0166 or dubis@email.unc.edu.
1845 Society
($25,000 and higher)
Anonymous
E. Osborne Ayscue Jr. ’60 and Emily Urquhart Ayscue
E. William Bates II ’79 and Andrea Hunnicutt Bates
Dean John Charles Boger ’74 and Jennifer Blackenburg Boger
Elizabeth Jean Bower ’01 and Jerome Chrishawn Washington
Charles E. Elrod Jr. ’67 and Mary J. Elrod
William Dennis Spry Jr. ’72 and Penelope Orr Spry
Horace Edney Stacy Jr. ’56 and Joan Purser Stacy
Robert Ambrose Wicker ’69
Van Hecke-Wettach Society
($10,000 - $24,999)
Anonymous
Tracy Schaefer Calder ’84
Aycock Society
($5,000 - $9,999)
Anonymous
Jeffrey Eugene Gray ’86 and Vicki Gray
Emmett Boney Haywood ’82 and Dr. Hubert Benbuin Haywood III
Congressman D.C. “Mike” McIntyre II ’81 and Dee McIntyre
Elizabeth Leight Quick ’74
James Dietrich Renger ’85
Andrew J. Ward and Dorothy Ward
Wilson Lamark White ’06 and Malika S. White
Aycocock Society ($5,000 - $9,999)
Anonymous
Jeffrey Alan Allred ’80 and Kathryn Oakes Edwards
Richard Lee Farley ’87 and Cynthia Ryan Farley
Prof. Laura N. Gasaway
Wade Hampton Hargrove Jr. ’65 and Sandra Dunaway Hargrove
Mrs. Ted Johnson
Hursheil Halton Keener ’53
Christopher Allen Kreiner ’94 and Virginia Michelle Garris
Merrill McCason ’86 and Cynthia Chandler Mason
Stephen Christopher McIntyre ’09
Margaret Louise Milroy ’84
John Peter O’Hale ’75 and Claudia Ward O’Hale
H. H. Spooner Phillips IV
Karen A. Popp ’85 and M.C. Rasdagle
S. Leigh Rodenough IV ’80 and Melanie Hyatt Rodenough ’80
Richard A. Simpson ’77
S. Maurice Valla ’99
Scott Padgett Vaughn ’86 and LouAnn Compeare Vaughn
Dean’s Club
($2,000 - $4,999)
Anonymous
Michael Robert Abel ’70 and Claire Ruch Abel
Thomas Edward Austin Jr. ’88
O. Kenneth Bagwell Jr. ’79
Richard Thell Boyette ’77 and Beth Robyn Fleishman ’77
Doris Roach Bray ’66
LeAnn Nease Brown ’84 and Charles Gordon Brown
A. Britt Canady ’96
Orville Dillard Coward Jr. ’79 and Carolyn Lloyd Coward ’99
Burton Craige ’80 and Heather Barkley Craige
Kearns Davis ’95
Mary Boney Denison ’81 and John Robert Clark III
William Kinsland Edwards ’88 and Patricia Birdsong Edwards
Mr. and Mrs. William Edward Elmore Jr. (Mr. Elmore ’48)
Todd Hammond Eveson ’00 and Erin Dancy Eveson ’00
Edward Smoot Finley Jr. ’74 and Virginia Doughton Finley
Walter D. Fisher Jr. ’86 and Michele S. Fisher
J. Daniel Fitz II ’85
James Wright Galbraith ’76
Jack N. Goodman ’75
Hon. K. Edward Greene ’69 and Joan Powell Greene
George Verner Hanna III ’68 and Deborah Henson Hanna
Cecil Webster Harrison Jr. ’73 and Amanda Hooks Harrison
Hon. Mary Price Taylor Harrison ’95
Dan McCord Hartzog ’73 and Patricia T. Hartzog
Alison Bunch Hershefew ’94
Deborah Lowder
Hildebran-Bachofen ’84
Bruce Wayne Huggins Sr. ’70 and Jayne Brison Huggins
Ronald Forrest Hunt ’68
James Yancey Kerr II ’92 and Frances King Kerr
David Fulghum Kirby ’77 and Evelyn DeBran Kirby
Eric Alan Koontz ’99
Robert Richard Laydlaw ’50
Stephen Frederick Lapham ’95
Haynes Pell Lea ’82 and Elizabeth Craig Lea
Stephen Edwin Lewis ’91 and Mary Ellen Hucklebee ’91
Henry Clyde Lomax ’58 and Anne-Tristam Holt Lomax
Gary Mitchell London ’79
Craig Taylor Lynch ’66 and Mitzi Cline Lynch
Maria M. Lynch ’79 and Jerome Rex Eatman Jr. ’82
Hon. Elaine F. Marshall
Neill Gregory McBryde ’69 and Margaret McPherson McBryde
Dan Johnson McBarn ’74 and Barbara Brandon Weyher ’77
Robert Savage McLean ’90 and Sinclair McLean
Joe McLeod ’62 and Allene Lowe McLeod
David McDaniel Moore II ’69 and William Richard Mordan ’96
Hon. Margaret Hackett Murphy ’73
Miriam McIntire Nisbet ’77
Raymond Eugene Owens Jr. ’78 and Sara Wyche Higgins ’95
Thomas Lawrence Owsley ’69 and Leslie Vial Owsley
John Garrett Parker ’76 and Dr. Helen Nethercutt Parker
Hon. Sarah Elizabeth Parker ’69
E. Fitzgerald Parnell III ’73 and Brenda Foremon Parnell
Gary Vergil Perko ’90 and Ann Pickett Perko
Charles Roberts Phillips ’83 and Diane C. Phillips
Charles Thelen Plambeck ’86 and Suzanne Scott Plambeck
Lawrence Eric Rifken ’88 and Sonja Jane Zaytoun ’91
Larry Edward Robbins ’79 and Debbie Robbins
Pres. Thomas Warren Ross Sr. ’75 and Susan Donaldson Ross
John Daniel Shugrue ’87
W. Britton Smith Jr. ’67 and Gwendolyn C. Smith
Robin Jayne Stinson ’84
John Adam Stoker ’97
Thomas Sadler Stukes ’74 and Martha Taylor Stukes
George Randolph Uzzell Jr.
Mark Lee Valentine
Edwin Jasper Walker Jr. ’69 and Carol Ann Smith Walker
Richard Weller and Pamela Weller
Adam Portius Wheeler ’02
John Thornton Wilson ’99
Elizabeth Garland Wren ’80
Angela Marie Xenakis ’03
Robert Ellis Zaytoun ’75 and Lucetta Kinney Zaytoun
William Horn Battle Society ($1,000 - $1,999)
Michelle Grace Adams ’93
Holly Harris Alderman ’89 and Neil Goodwin Alderman
David Neal Allen ’80 and Kimberly Pendley Allen
Thomas Wesley Anderson ’79 and M. Ann Anderson ’81
Evan Appel ’84
William Joseph Austin Jr. ’78 and Gail R. Austin
Evelyn Rebecca Ballard ’07 and John R. Means
Hon. F. Gordon Battle ’58
Frank Mebane Bell Jr. ’63
Kevin Philip Belote ’08 and Rachel Frazier Gage ’08
Jennifer Eaton Bennett ’92 and Douglas Allen Mays ’92
Marc David Bishop ’84
Lisa Blue and Richard F. Blue Jr.
Dr. S. Gregory Boyd ’04
George Thomas Brady III ’98 and Tonya Yarbrough Brady
William Clarence Brewer Jr. ’56 and Anne Evans Brewer
Bryan Brice Jr. ’90 and Carson Holding Brice
Lanny Boone Bridges ’71
John Decker Bristow ’00 and Margaret Duncan Bristow
Eugene Clyde Brooks IV ’82 and Lynda S. Brooks
Prof. Kenneth S. Brown and Marjorie Broun
Christopher G. Browning Jr. ’86 and Margaret Milliken Browning
J. Matthew Calloway ’05 and Bailey Davis Calloway
Lisa Ross Carstaphen ’90
Alexis Cannon Chappell ’10
Dr. Jeffrey William Childers ’03
David Monadi Chilman ’92 and Holly M. Chilman
Louise M. Clifford
Katherine Meyers Cohen ’85
Hon. Robert Alvis Collier Jr. ’59 and Barbara Stone Collier
Philip Gordon Conrad ’83
Barbara Bitter Coughlin ’78 and Dr. Paul William F Coughlin
David Philip Culp ’79
Deeja A. Damre ’00
Kristine Jтенison Davidson and Thomas Davidson
Edward B. Davis ’99
Swend Hewitt Deal ’07
Adrienne Marcia DeLorme ’06
Tyler Bartlett Dempsey ’99
Christopher Wade Derrick ’89
Robert Lyman Dewey ’82 and Jean Harris Dewey
Louis Whitber Doherty ’90 and Carolyn Jarvis Doherty
Dan Donahue ’08 and Kay Donahue
Ann Terrell Dorsett ’89
William T. Dymond Jr. ’85 and Jennifer Davis Dymond
Tom David Eifrid ’64 and Anne Wrightson Eifrid
Kandace Davis Farrar ’12 and Dante L. Farrar
Joel David Farren ’82
James Graham Farris Jr. ’89
Jami Jackson Farris ’99
Ray Simpson Farris Jr. ’67 and Cydne Wright Farris
William Porter Farthing Jr. ’74 and Linda Farthing
Michael Perkins Flanagan ’71
Joel Lawrence Fleishman ’59
Benjamin Hugh Flowe Jr. ’81
Katherine McArthur Floyd ’79
Sheridon Leslie Fogel ’65
H. Haiko Geratz ’93 and Susan Hendricks Geratz
Jacob M. Gerber ’14
Many companies encourage philanthropy by matching their employees’ contributions to charitable causes. When you make a gift to UNC School of Law, your employer may be able to double (and sometimes triple) the impact of your gift. To expedite the processing of your matching gift, please mail your signed matching gift form, available from your law firm or corporation, with your Law Annual Fund contribution. As ever, thanks for your generous support of Carolina Law.
James Wade Hovis '80 and Rebecca Scarboro Hovis
Timothy Scott Hovis '88
Staples Stillwell Hughes '80 and Thomasin Elizabeth Hughes '82
Hon. Robert Carl Hunter '69 and Nancy Hinson Hunter
Odessa Palmer Jackson '88
Arlie Jacobs '77
Katherine Elizabeth Jean '85
Gordon Womble Jenkins '74
Dr. Joseph McKenzie Jenkins '90 and Shirley Dunck Jenkins
Daniel Louis Johnson Jr. '85 and Suzanne Houch Johnson
Michael Everett Kelly '74
Vaiden Pearson Kendrick '69
David Ray Kimman '05
James Webb Kiser '59 and Nancy Howard Kiser
Richard Charles Komson '74
Adam Lee Korfhage '03
Letty Hicks Murphy
Dawn M. Mizgala
William Boyle and Lynndolyn T. Mitchell
Hon. Robert Carl Hunter '69
Dr. Joseph McKendrie Jenkins '90
David Ray Kinman '05
James Young Preston '61 and Brian Allen Lemon
Lida Martin Starnes and Mary Ireland Sparrow '81
Julie Jayoung Song '01
Susan Sink
Marcia Imbrogno Simmons
Kent John McCready '84 and Christine McCready
Aubrey Hoover McEachem '10
John Aycock McLendon Jr. '87
Julia Wesley Merricks '84
Theresa Ann Michaels '83 and William Boyle
Ellen G. Miller
Frederick Dean Mitchell '85 and Lynndolyn T. Mitchell
James William Mizgala '94 and Dawn M. Mizgala
Kelly C. Morris
C. Eugene Murphy Jr. '73 and Letty Hicks Murphy
Eileen C. Murphy '87
Barry Nakell
Peyton Ring Neal Jr. '65 and Dianne E. Neuman
Hon. Jeffrey Evan Noecker '92 and Lisa Carter Noecker '92
Thomas C. Nord '69
Christopher Michael Northrop '89
Sylvia Novinsky and Graham Calib Brossman
Mary Norris Prager Oglesby '77 and H. Patrick Oglesby '77
John William Ormand III '87
Barry Ansen Osmun '65
Lanetta Holloway Pantiel '08
Frank Caldwell Patton III '87
Selden Elijah Patty '68 and Mary Wiggs Patty
Hunter Andrew Payne '95 and Mary Thornton Payne '95
C. Jones Perry Jr. '84
Todd Edward Petts '95
J. Dickinson Phillips III '79 and Lisa Frost-Phillips
K. Corinne Pickford '95
Evans Harris Ponth '96
William Francis Potts Jr. '78 and Woods Garland Potts
James Young Preston '61
Henry Hamilton Ralston '83 and Sherill Ralston
Vaugh Kenneth Reynolds '05 and Krista S. Reynolds
Stephen Anthony Riddick '88
John Spotswood Russell and Kelley D. Russell
Donald Dean Sayers '68 and Carol Loftin Sayers
Jeffrey Scott Scharff '82
Richard Knight Schell '85
Prof. Scott L. Silliman '68
John Mayer Silverstein '71 and Leslie Loeb Silverstein
L. D. Simmons and Marcia Imbrogno Simmons
Daniel Robert Simon '99
Kevin Lamar Sink '94 and Susan Sink
David Davis Smyth '00 and Julie Jayoung Song '01
Carole Lewis Siniphour '93
David Robert Spanjer '94
Julian Raymond Sparrow Jr. '81 and Mary Ireland Sparrow '81
Robert W. Spearman and Patricia H. Spearman
Mark Sperling '83
O. E. Starnes Jr. '50 and Lida Martin Starnes
Michael Alan Stick '81 and Debra J. Brasilson
Geoffrey Patrick Suddreth '96
Martha J. Svoboda '12 and Eugene Svoboda
Margaret Louise Terry '70
Stephen Mason Thomas '70 and Barbara Watry Thomas
Sanford Webb Thompson IV '80 and Cynthia Cyburn Thompson
Hon. Douglas Oscar Tice Jr. '57
Lauren Clapp Tobin '91
Eric Albert Vernon '79
Richard Allen Vinroot '66 and Judith Allen Vinroot
Richard von Biberstein Jr. '60 and Carolyn von Biberstein
Hamlin Landis Wade '57 and Julia K. Wade
N. Madison Wall II '81
Sidney Rogers Warner Jr. '91 and Joy Lynn Kennedy Warner
Alexander Faris Watson '01 and Mayleng Streett Watson '01
William Young Webb '73
Reich Lee Welborn '71 and Martha Hulfsstetler Welborn
Bill Beverly Welford Jr. '67 and Alice S. Welford
Bradford Alan Williams '99 and Dr. Christine Nathan Williams
John Franklin Windham '75 and Denise Marie Windham
W. Samuel Woodward '69 and Judy Brown Woodward
Tom Woollen and Velva W. Woollen
O. Richard Wright Jr. '71
Kimberly Easter Zirkle '06

**Associates Level** ($1 – $499)

**Anonymous**
Omega C. Abbott '67
Shelley K. Abel '05 and Michael J. Abel
Franklin LeVarne Adams Jr. '63 and Carolyn Ivey Adams
Karen Adams '05
Mark A. Adcock '83 and Dorothy Adcock
Robert Spencer Adden Jr. '82
Elias Wondirad Admassu '08
Zachary Paul Amsden
Angela Anne Alcala
Meredith Jo Alcove '97 and Thomas R. Wilson
William Sidney Aldridge '77 and Diane Scobie Aldridge '94
Duncan Earl Alford '91 and Rev. Janet Gesner Alford
Cynthia Cooke Alleman '94
Ann McMillin Allen '08
Derek Jason Allen '97
Ernest Marvin Allen III '76
Patrick Martin Allen '93
Wade Hampton Alley Jr. '68 and Patrice Wagner Alley
James Walter Allison '69 and Judith N. Allison
Lynn A. Allison
Adam Paul Altman '98
Mehvyn Atkinson and Toby Allen
Hon. James Floyd Ammons Jr. '80 and Sandra Nasekos Ammons
Carol Zieliinski Anderson
Jon Edwin Anderson '71 and Patricia Anderson
Philip Scott Anderson '94
Russell Jordan Andrews '07
Deborah Bryant Andrews '97
Jorgelina Elicer Araneda '89
Thomas Edward Archie '68 and Elizabeth Lucas Archie
Prof. David Ardia
Jeremy Daniel Arkin '98 and Marian Girard Fragola
J. Mitchell Armbruster '99
Heyward Dubose Armstrong '03
Robert L. Arrington '75 and Deborah Harvey Arrington
Robert Joseph Arundel '80
Denise Porterfield Ashworth '85 and Paul Saunders Ashworth
Owen Boyd Asplund '05 and Amy Keffler Asplund
Andrew Perry Atkins '11
Keith Frederich Atkinson '99 and Tracey Vacca Atkinson
Stephanie Hutchins Autry '87 and Geoge Bailey Autry '91
C. Ronald Aycock '66 and Susan Gretz Aycock
Agustina Bacco '14
William Mangum Bacon III '72
David Bryant Baddour '02 and Carey Askin Baddour
Atoni Deems Bain '85
David Andrew Bain '97
Marlyn Ann Bair '88 and Dr. Kenneth Bair
Nicholas John Bakatsias '05
James Raleigh Baker '08
Paul Baldaasaro Jr. '81 and Jane Roney Wettach '81
Michael Angelo Baiducci '76
James William Bailey and Katherine Wilcox Bailey
Jeffrey Alan Bandini '97
Ann Howard Banzet '95
Julius Edmond Banzet III '62
Samantha Hayes Barber '11 and Christopher Barber
Amos Whitney Barclay '04
Dan Taylor Barker Jr. '87 and Eliza Knox Barker
James Houston Barnes III '07
Russell Whittfield Barnes '84 and Martha Kincheloe Barnes
William Thomas Barnett Jr. '85 and Elizabeth Barwick Barnett
W. Doak Barnhardt '84 and Patty Rives Barnhardt
James Anderson Barnett '83
John Christopher Barrier
Brent David Barring '84 and Hon. Tamara Patterson Barring '85
Fitz Edward Barring '11 and Mary Katherine Rodgers Barring
Patricia Tighe Barts '94
Nancy Ruth Lunsford Bartlett '81
Anthony James Barwick '01 and Amber Lueken Barwick '01
June Lynn Bairden '86
Merlin Bass '93
James Russell Batchelor Jr. '80
Kenneth R. Baumgarten '63
Douglas Woollas Bauley '75 and Dianne O'Quinn Bailey
Jack Bronson Bayliss Jr. '79 and Catherine Beal Bayliss
Robert Gene Baynes '64
Rick E. Beam Jr. '92
Rufus Fed Beatty '83
Rachel Espisito Beaulieu '00 and Thomas W. Beaulieu
Jackson C. Bebber '13
C. Vance Beck '86 and Emily Revelle Beck
Ferdinand Francis Becker Jr. '78
Michael Richard Becker '71
Jeffrey S. Beebe '11
Judith Goldenstein Behar '75
John Anderson Bell
Hon. Lisa Cristine Bell '91
Victor Eros Bell III and Mary Grady Koonce Bell
Robert O'Briant Belo '79 and Carolin Delancey Bawell '83
Robert Henry Bennink Jr. '75
Dawn Gaett Bensel '82
Charles F. Benz
IT’S NOT TOO LATE TO MAKE YOUR GIFT TO UNC SCHOOL OF LAW

All gifts received by Tuesday, June 30, 2015 will be included in the 2015 Honor Roll of Donors. Thank you for your ongoing support of Carolina Law. Make your contribution online at www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenow.
Timothy Patrick Sullivan ’83
John C. Surles ’82 and Martha Walker Surles ’82
Kimberly Quarles Swirtschaft ’98 and David Andrew Swirtschaft
Scott David Syfert ’97 and Gail Syfert
Hon. Thomas Fleming Daft ’72 and Dr. Elizabeth Doster Daft
James Maynard Talley Jr. ’64 and Claire Young Talley
Vikas Tandon
William Little Tanksley III ’74 and Melissa Tanksley
Adam Patrick Tarleton ’07 and Pamela Tagte
Cooper Ellis Taylor Jr. ’58 and Lib Carnegie Taylor
Harmony Whalen Taylor ’99
Ian Taylor ’94 and Mady Besselaa
Janet Goodman Taylor
Dr. John Edward Taylor ’01
Lucien Handley Taylor ’86 and Lisa Deitsch Taylor
Olivia E. Taylor
Raymond Mason Taylor ’60
Spotswood Tuttle Taylor
Thomas Wilbur Taylor ’69 and Susan Belk Taylor
Todd Cameron Taylor ’95 and Jennifer Pilla Taylor ’96
Alison C. Templeton
William Thaddeus Terrell ’92
Margaret Kane Thies ’06
Richard Elton Thigpen Jr. ’56
Kelly Susan Thomas ’83
Melissa Moore Thompson ’93
Peter Karl Kimble Thompson ’74
Samantha L. Thompson ’14
Samuel Griffin Thompson ’68 and Bonnie Raines Thompson
Hon. Lacy Herman Thorburn ’54 and Dorothy Todd Thorburn
Heather Elizabeth Thorpe ’12 and Andrew Ryan Thorpe
C. D. Three Witt Jr. and Kimberly P. Three Witt
Linda Diane Tindall ’86 and Jeffrey Joel Johnson ’91
Walter Lyndo Tippett Jr. ’95
W. Lyndo Tippett and Lou Perry Tippett
Emily A. Tobias ’95
Frederick Earl Toms ’70 and Pamela Senn Toms
Naomi Friedlander Torrisi ’80
Carrie Buell Torrata ’07
Wanda C. Townsend ’91
Daniel Kenwin Tracey ’14
Frances Youngblood Trust ’93
Marcus William Trathen ’90 and Elizabeth Carlson Trathen ’90
Jo Ellen Trimbble
Kelly J. Trimbble
Donna Helen Triptow ’78
Leah Burrows Trowbridge ’95
John Paul Tshakish ’09
Naya A. Tsang ’99
Donald Hugh Tucker Jr. ’84
Jean Walker Tucker ’86 and Dr. J. Allan Tucker
Joseph Brian Tulman ’79
Deeprashant Tunagre ’05
Joel Kent Turner ’03
William David Turner III ’85
Lawrence Joseph Tytlja Jr. ’80
Robert Charles Van Arnam ’02 and Kristin Raina Siebenaler
Bradley Todd Van Hoy ’00 and Margaret Mackeen Van Hoy
Henry Price Van Hoy II ’74 and Eva Alexander Van Hoy
Jean Collett Van Noppen ’85
Isaac A. Vargas
Mary Katherine Varner
Mark Vasco ’93
Hudson Laney Vaughan and Margaret West Vaughan
Emily Elaine Vaughan ’05
Robert C. Vaughan Jr. ’55 and Carolyn Hartford Vaughan
John Daniel Veazey ’06
Angela L. Veliz ’10
Thomas Verderame and Mary Verderame
Lindsay Carol Verity ’03
Melinda Lee Verois ’06
James Allen Vinson III ’71
Sara Ruth Vizithum ’02 and William A. Johnson Jr.
Hon. Richard Lesley Voorhees ’68
Joseph Andrew Vossen ’11
James Albert Wade Jr. ’77 and Susan J. Wade
Thomas Eugene Wagg Ill ’62
John Charles Wainio ’72
Ingrid Shore Wakefield ’01 and Matthew Werner Wakefield
Ann Blan nie Waldo ’95
Charlesena Elliott Walker ’93
E. Garrett Walker ’75 and Jane Walker
Amy S. Wallace ’03
Ann Bennett Wall ’78
Carolyn Ann Walter ’98
Kristi Kessler Walters ’99 and Jerry Howard Walters Jr.
John B. Ward ’12
John Drew Warlick Jr. ’62
Lana Starnes Warlick ’86 and Robert Kent Warlick ’07
Bridget V. Warren ’14
John Crain Warren ’76 and Laura Fargerson Warren
Richard Neil Watson ’74
David Utherly Watters ’92 and Charlotte Fischer Watters
Charles Bruce Wayne ’76 and Ellen Kacbonell Wayne ’78
Cameron Robert Webb ’95 and Joy Rhine Webb ’95
Monica Eileen Webb ’06
Peter H. Webb
Keith Michael Widdington ’87 and Laurie Ogden Widdington
Mary Martin Weeks ’11
Everett Charles Weiermiller
Felice Joy Weiner ’76
Matthew Patrick Weiner ’07 and Christina Bowler Weiner
Patrick Arthur Weiner ’78 and Mary Ellen Sexton Weiner
Shelley Goldstein Weiss ’82
Richard Paul Weitzman ’58 and Nancy Schechter Weitzman
Gary Joseph Welch ’94
Paul Brown Welch Ill ’80
Brady Wallace Wells ’90 and Jenny Bradsher Wells
John M. Wells
Jason Michael Wenker ’01 and Amy Wenker
Margarit Rose Westbrook ’96 and Philip Augustine Baddour III
Jessica B. West ’11
Mark B. West
Andrea Westerfield Wever ’05
Charles Monroe Whedbee ’64 and India L. Whedbee
Richard G. Wheelahan III ’05
George Graves Whitaker ’69 and Beesie A. Whitaker
Charles R. L. White ’64
William Robert Whithurst Sr. ’82 and Jane Leonlad Whitehurst
Myra Virginia Whitener ’00 and Benjamin Whitener
Neil Brian Whittford ’76 and Ann Harden Whittford
Lee Michael Whitman ’93
O. Hampton Whittington Jr. ’75
Joseph Bernard Widman ’01 and Vanessa Silverman
Doris Jordan Wigen ’04 and John Douglas Wigen ’05
Antoinette Ray Willke ’74
Dr. John K. Wilkes ’95 and Carolyn Joy Wiles
Jay McCullam Wilkerson ’92 and Katherine Britt Wilkerson ’92
Timothy Reid Wilkerson ’78 and Robinette Witt Wilkerson
Charles Putnam Wilkins Sr. ’69
Lisa deAngelis Wilkins ’01
Leigh Alred Wilkinson ’85
Michael S. Wilkinson and Janice E. Wilkinson
Laurence M. Willard and Rosalind F. Willard
John S. Willardson ’72 and Ann Pilcher Willardson
Aparna Dasai Williams ’99
Clairen Curtis Williams Jr. ’92
James Walker Williams ’70 and Sheryl Howell Williams ’80
JoAnn Kelly Williams ’73
John D. Williams and Thomasina W. Williams
Rebecca M. Williams ’13
John Samuel Williford Jr. ’76 and Velda G. Williford
Vachelle Denise Willis ’04
Elizabeth Nickens Willoughby ’06
Jeremy Miles Wilson ’11 and Sarah Maries Wilson
Richard Wright Wilson ’74
Ryan Christopher Wilson ’05
Mary K. Winsett
Jonathan Charles Windham ’02
Charles Herman Winfree ’89
Edward Cyrus Winslow Ill ’74 and Sally Patton Winslow
Arthur M. Winstead Jr.
Michael Glenn Winters ’78 and Anne Terrell Winters
James M. Witham and Carolyn Witham
Miranda Alyn Wodarski
William Francis Wolcott Ill ’72
Justin T. Wong ’10
Hon. E. Marshall Woodall ’63
Gregory J. Wood ’02
Keith Allen Wood ’91 and Jody Bung Wood ’93
Matthew Woolridge ’02
Albert Victor Wray ’68 and Lucile Wallace Wray
R. Thompson Wright ’75 and Sarah Hunter Wright
Roy Xiao
Laura Lee Yeager ’77
G. Neil Yarborough ’77 and Kathy Yarborough
William Dewey Yarborough ’74 and Emily C. Yarborough
Samuel Yeboah ’95
C. Allen York ’04 and Heather Poole York
Erin McNeil Young ’99
T. Carlton Younger Jr. ’75
Meredith Prechter Young ’00 and William Thomas Young
Michael David Youth ’00 and Christine Northcott Youth
Cynthia L. Zakary ’11
John D. Zhang
Peter A. Zorn ’96
YOUR GIFT MATTERS

Make your contribution today at www.law.unc.edu/alumni/givenow.